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Objectives: Multiple Sclerosis (MS) is the most prevalent central nervous system diseases that due to
chronicity, frequent recurrence, uncertainty about progression, and disability, can lead to various
distresses as well as demoralization. Rehabilitation method based on Cognitive-Existential therapy is an
integrated approach to decreasing demoralization syndrome in these patients. This study aimed to
exploring effectiveness of rehabilitation method based on Cognitive-Existential approach on decreasing
demoralization syndrome in patients with Multiple Sclerosis.
Methods: Single subject design was used in this study. Among women who had referred to Tehran MS
Association, 3 women (aged between 20-40) were selected through purposeful sampling and separately
participated in 10 sessions (90 minutes). Participants were assessed during 7 phases of intervention (2
baselines, 3 measurements during intervention, 2 follow-up) through Demoralization Syndrome Scale and
Cognitive Distortion scale. Data were analyzed by calculating process variation index and visual analysis.
Results: Comparing patients with MS scores on the diagram during 7 time measurement and calculating
recovery percentage, represent decreasing in demoralization syndrome score scale.
Discussion: Findings showed that rehabilitation method based on Cognitive Existential approach can
decrease demoralization syndrome in patients with MS.
Keywords: Cognitive distortion; Cognitive-Existential therapy; Multiple Sclerosis; Demoralization
Syndrome.
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Introduction
Multiple Sclerosis (MS) is the most prevalent
chronic central nervous system diseases, which
through De-neuronal myelin nerve can destroy
patient’s sensory and motor functions (1). This
disease is the most prevalent neurologic diseases
among youths; especially its prevalence in women is
two or three times more than men (2). The prognosis
is varied from a benign disease to a rapidly
progressive, debilitative, and potentially fatal disease
(1). The etiology of MS is anonymous and on the
one hand, due to unpredictability, uncontrollability
and sudden occurrence, primary prevention is
impossible and on the other hand, remedy is mostly
restricted to rehabilitation and decreasing intensity
of symptoms and consequences. For the reason that
MS generally is chronic, frequently recurring and

debilitative in doing physical activity, negatively
affect different mental, familial, financial, social
dimensions of patients’ life (3) and their physical
difficulty can have severe impact on their mental
health (4). Consequently, rehabilitation is an
inevitable process of helping patients and treatment
plan, so that they can retain their ability and capacity
after disease.
As a result of diseases’ progress, and consequences
such as fatigue, difficulty in concentration, changing
roles, disturbance in daily activity (5), patient may
apprehend that he/she cannot do anything in this
situation, therefore instead of controlling and
managing problems, may feel helplessness and
inefficacy and finally trapped in feeling loneliness,
shame, and failure. These symptoms finally touch
and challenge patients’ fundamental beliefs and
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values of their meaning and purpose of life (6), the
place that existential questions begin (7). According
to existential approach, confronting with existential
incontrovertible and ultimate concerns which are
definite and inevitable nature of human existence, is
distressing (8). In this regard, patients with MS,
because of being vulnerable to extensive
debilitation, are exposed to existential anxieties. In a
case of confronting with existential anxieties without
finding and giving authentic meaning to situation,
may lead them to existential distress (9). Kissane,
use existential distress to describing experience of
those patients who face with imminent death and
suggest that this is accompanied with feeling regret,
weakness, meaninglessness of life, futile, and
helplessness (10).
Previous researches indicated that, existential
distress may occur among patients with chronic and
intractable diseases (11) including MS (12) in all
stages of disease, and is essential aspect of patients’
psychological care. Obviously, depression and
demoralization are closely interdependent, both in
their phenomenology and development. Although
demoralization may be precursor or even co-exist
with depression, the two are essentially different
constructs (13). As Bahmani and colleagues (20) in a
correlation study, explored linear correlation of
existential anxiety, demoralization syndrome, and
depression in mothers of children with potentially
fatal diseases and found that there is significant
relationship between these three components, to the
point that high existential anxiety was predictor of
demoralization syndrome, and high demoralization
was predictor of depression. So, we can say that
demoralized feel inhibited in action by not knowing
what to do, feeling helpless and incompetent; the
depressed have lost motivation and drive even when
an appropriate direction of action is known.
In other word, the central feature of depression is
pervasive anhedonia and a loss of consummator
pleasure in the present moment. This contrasts with
demoralization, where the individual retains the
capacity to enjoy the present moment, but the future
is perceived to be without value-there is a loss of
anticipatory pleasure (6). One of the important
dimensions of demoralization syndrome is cognitive
distortion in finding meaning. Demoralized have
negative and black and white thoughts into events
and have self-contempt, exaggeration, and low selfconfidence (13). Since demoralization syndrome is
consist of emotional, cognitive and behavioral
components, it seems that any intervention to
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decreasing its symptoms should cover cognitive
components which are effective on forming new
thoughts and meaning. Preoccupations about
disease, fear of death, concern about disability and
future, are the most dominance concerns of patients
which should be considered (1,3,14). Previous
studies show that several psychological interventions
are implemented to meet patients’ depression,
anxiety, distress, and etc., including logo therapy
(15), insight-oriented group therapy (16), cognitive
behavioral therapy (17,18), program to reducing
stress, cognitive rehabilitation (19). However, it
seems that despite several interventions conducted
for individuals facing MS, lack of considering their
existential distress and cognitive components which
are effective in individual’s responses to existential
anxieties, were their fundamental gaps. So this
question come in to mind that, by considering MS as
existential-psychological stressors which can affect
individual's mental health, can cognitive existential
therapy decrease demoralization syndrome and
modify cognitive beliefs in patients with MS?
Rehabilitation method based on cognitive existential
therapy is novel and efficient approach result in
integration of cognitive therapy and existential
therapy that can provide essential context to
concurrently effect on existential components and
cognitive errors which are obstacle to openly
experience authentic existential anxieties and lead to
psychological problems after being aware of getting
MS. In this method on the one hand, cognitive
therapy techniques modify schemas, automatic
thoughts and cognitive errors which lead patients to
distress, and on the other hand, target patient’s
existential concerns such as death anxiety,
uncertainty,
meaninglessness,
loneliness,
uncontrollability, which other interventions didn’t
consider them methodically (20). Effectiveness of
cognitive existential approach on increasing hope,
self-steam, quality of life in women with breast
cancer (20), decreasing depression and increasing
hope in parents of children with cancer (21),
decreasing depression in Hemodialysis patients (22),
and demoralization in patients with HIV (23) were
reported in several researches. However, this
approach was not research on demoralization in
patients with MS up till now. Therefore, the aim of
present study is that explore effectiveness of
integrative approach based on cognitive therapy with
existential components in patients with MS.
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Methods
Single subject experimental design was used in this
study. This method which is called single case
experiment or time series experiment, concentrate
research on an individual or group of people as an
unique group (24). This study include two baseline
assessments before the first session of intervention,
three assessments in third session, sixth session, and
tenth session and two follow up assessments which
were administer four and eight weeks after
completion of intervention. Among women who had
referred to MS society in Tehran, three women were
selected through purposeful sampling and invited to
participating in study. Inclusion criteria were consist
of: being single, being diagnosed about one year
ago, ages between 20 to 40 years old, demoralization
syndrome score higher than cut of point (30>), no
prior history of psychiatric medication, not being
diagnosed with depression. Exclusion criteria were
consisting of: recurring of disease and intention to
leave the study .Intervention was administered
privately for each patient, in ten sessions (120
minutes) and once a week. Study lasted about ten
months from starting baseline assessments until final
follow up assessment.
The therapist was educated by participating in
cognitive therapy and cognitive existential
workshops and 100 hours observation and internship
under supervision of supervisor to be proficiently
prepared to intervention. On the other hand, trend of
intervention in this report was under supervision
process of supervisor. General topics of intervention
included introductory session: introducing general
aspects of intervention program and administering
pretest; initial session: establishing therapeutic
secure space and setting “here and now” presence;
second session: facilitating though and feelings
expression of client about illness and assessing
cognitive errors; third session: focusing on
existential anxiety and challenging with client’s

thought about uncontrollable events; forth session:
listening and challenging with death anxiety, and
cognitive errors in client’s meaning about death
anxiety; fifth session: facilitating in making new
meaning about illness, and paying attention to
loneliness anxiety; sixth session: challenging with
loosing meaning, and helping client to finding new
and authentic meaning; seventh session: challenging
with concept of suffering due to illness; eighth
session: reviewing former sessions and helping
client in leading to her personal and unique
meaning; ninth session: reviewing all sessions with
client, talking about modified cognitions, past
confused identity, inefficient meaning, negative
thoughts and feelings, and their new born identity;
tenth session: exploring effect of interventions,
coordinating follow up session with client,
administering posttest.
The self report Demoralization scale syndrome was
used in this study. Kissane and Clarck designed the
widely used self- report measures of demoralization
in patients with advanced cancer (25).
Demoralization Scale (DS) is a 24- item scale and
contains 5 subscales including meaninglessness,
helplessness, feeling failure, dishearten, and despair.
An alpha coefficient for the DS scale was reported
94%. The Persian version of scale was translated and
administrated by Bahmani and Naghiyaee (6)
amongst women with breast cancer (70 samples) and
its alpha coefficient reported 86% and in present
study among MS patients (100 participants) reported
89%. Cognitive distortion questioner: This scale
contains 20 questions which measure cognitive
distortions. Hasanzadeh and Salar reported its alpha
coefficient 80%. In present study we explore it in
MS patients (10 samples) the same as 85.2%. Data
were analyzed through drawing process variation
index and Visual analysis and recovery percent
formula. Findings: The participant’s demographic
characteristics are shown in table (1).

Table 1. Participant demographic characteristics
Character participant
A
B
C

Gender
Female
Female
Female

age
33
27
24

education
diploma
student
diploma

In table (2) and figure (1) the raw score of
demoralization syndrome and process variation
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Job
Household
Student
Household

marriage
single
single
single

Length of disease
5
4
6

index are shown.
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Table 2. Participant demoralization scores
Demoralization
Participant A
Participant B
Participant C

Baseline 1
43
38
39

Baseline 2
40
35
41

Session 3
33
32
32

Session 6
28
27
24

Session 10
19
21
20

Follow 1
22
19
20

Follow 2
24
18
22

Fig 1. Trend changes in participants ‘demoralization scores

As indicated in table (2) and figure (1),
demoralization score of participant (1) during
intervention sessions decreased. In general, recovery
percent of client was 45%, that in follow up
sessions, it increased very slightly. The score of
participant (2) during sessions to follow up

assessment decreased. Also, her recovery percent
acquired 50%. Recovery percent of participant 3
acquired 48%, which in follow up Assessment
increased. In table (3) and figure (2), cognitive
distortion scores and process variation index are
shown.

Table 3. Participant cognitive distortion scores
Cognitive distortion
Participant A
Participant B
Participant C

Baseline 1
36
43
41

Baseline 2
35
42
38

Session 3
44
52
48

Session 6
56
56
61

Session 10
69
71
75

Follow 1
67
68
73

Follow 2
63
61
71

Fig 2. trend changes in participants’ cognitive distortion scores
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As shown in table (3) and figure (2), scores of 3
participants during intervention sessions in
Cognitive distortion decreased, and they leaded to
positive Thinking and modified and in follow up
decreased slightly. So, their recovery Percent after
follow up respectively are 83%, (participant1), 51 %
(participant 2), 82 % ( participant 3).
Discussion
The aim of present study was exploring
effectiveness of rehabilitation method based on
cognitive existential approach on decreasing
demoralization syndrome in patients with Multiple
Sclerosis. Findings show that this therapeutic
method can decrease demoralization syndrome
through considering existential anxieties and
cognitive distortions that impeding authentic
experience of existential anxiety and finally help
them to find authentic meaning. In this point, other
studies
show
that
cognitive
existential
psychotherapy on patients with breast cancer can
decrease their distress and increase their problem
solving and efficient cognitive strategies (25). In this
regard Bahmani, Shafiabadi and colleagues (20), in a
study found that cognitive existential therapy can
increase hope, self-esteem and quality of life in
women with breast cancer. Eskandari, Bahmani and
colleagues (21) showed that this approach decrease
depression in parents of child with cancer. Farmani,
Bahmani and colleagues (23) in their research
discussed that this therapeutic method can modify
demoralization in patients with HIV. In fact, patients
with MS, by facing with unpredictability,
uncertainty about future, fear of disability,
predicting hasten death, may confront with
meaninglessness, and try to deny and repress
existential anxieties. This process may lead to
feeling hopelessness, meaninglessness, anguish,
anger and predispose demoralization syndrome.
According to our findings in tables (2 and 3) and
figures (1 and 2), this method can decrease
demoralization and cognitive distortion scores in
patients during intervention sessions through
emphasis on here and now, help to expression of
feelings and existential anxieties, modifying
cognitive distortions, considering death anxiety,
meaning, loneliness anxiety, and finally creating
new meaning. In this process, patients can accept
their existential anxieties including uncertainty of
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life, possibility of recurrence of their illness and
disability and reconnect with their authentic
existence. Challenging with inefficient meaning of
life resulting from different distresses during illness,
lead them to recreating efficient meaning of life. In
this regard, Torren believe that cognitive therapy for
patient with chronic pain is the most effective
approach, and Leahy found that cognitive therapy
can conceptualize patient’s problems (26). From the
viewpoint of cognitive therapy, individuals by
mindreading try to proof their thoughts about
themselves, world and future. In intervention
process, patients asked to explore causes of events
and their own part in happening. To challenging
with fortunetelling and generalization in patients,
they asked to find several facts to proof and disproof
those thoughts. So, therapist helped participants to
modify negative automatic thoughts and creating
new meaning through cognitive technique, such as
writing daily thoughts, challenging with should and
musts, exploring basic beliefs, during sessions and
practicing at home. Therefore, cognitive existential
therapy introduce beneficial model appropriate with
patient’s needs. In this model, individuals explore
and express their feeling and existential anxieties in
safe and secure therapeutic space, and concurrently
declare and modify cognitive distortions that
exacerbate demoralization in them. Obviously, this
process that helped them to recreating meaning of
life, lead to acceptance of anxiety resulted from
uncontrollability, unpredictability, uncertain future,
such as recurrent of illness, disability and death.
Conclusion
In conclusion, psychological rehabilitation in
patients with MS by means of cognitive existential
method, target existential components and negative
thoughts and beliefs which cause existential distress.
Subsequently, this method can be used during
treatment of MS patients as psychological
intervention.
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